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CURRICULUM VITAE
ABSTRACT

Name: Isnaeni
Reg. Number: 40300111056
Title: Child Labor in Charles Dickens’ “Oliver Twist”
Consultant I: H. Barsihannor
Consultant II: Hj. Nahdiyah

This thesis studied about Child Labor in Charles Dickens’ “Oliver Twist”. This thesis aims to analysis the forms of Child Labor and the effects of Child labor which reflected in Charles Dickens’ Oliver Twist.

The researcher used sociological approach to find out the forms of Child labor and effects of Child labor. The source of the data from the novel Oliver Twist by Charles Dickens. The researcher used note taking in collecting data source as her instrument.

The result of this research is the researcher found out there are 4 forms of Child labor that figured out from analysing the data in the novel Oliver Twist, and the researcher also found 3 effects of child labor that exist in the novel. The forms were first Domestic work. Second, working in industries. Third, slavery and forced labor. And the last was child trafficking. While for the effects of child labor the researcher found 3 effects namely, first, physical Injuries and Mutilations. Second, growth deficiency. And the third was exhaustion, malnutrition and famine.
CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

This chapter consisted of Background, Problem Statements, Objectives of Research, Significance of Research and Scope of Research.

A. Background of Research

Literature is a term used to describe written or spoken material. Broadly speaking, literature is used to describe anything from creative writing to more technical or scientific works, but the term is most commonly used to refer to works of the creative imagination, including works of poetry, drama, fiction, and nonfiction (Stowe, 1998:34).

Literature represents life, and life is in large measure, a social reality even though the natural world and the inner of the subjective world of the individual have also been object of literature imitation (Wellek and Werren, 1970:94).

According to Kennedy (1983:47), literature is a kind of art that can offer pleasure and illumination. It gives us the beauty, fact, event, and imagination born from the process of contemplation or observation of social phenomena as living the impact of the reality and the restlessness of human being.

Plato and Fatchul (2008) argues that all literature is an imitation. ‘imitation’ is a relational term, which suggest the existence of two things, namely: imitable and the imitation and a relationship between them. Relationship can be seen in two or three categories: a) Existance of eternal ideas and ideas that can not be changed. b) Reflectional of the idea of eternal existance in the form of both the natural world and the artificial invention, and c) The presence of reflections from
the second category, as shown in the existence of a shadow in the universe and as a model of reality in the society in the existence of a shadow in the water and mirrors and artworks.

Literature itself has been traditionally classified into three genres; prose, poetry, and drama. Each genre is still divided into subgenres. One of the subgenres of prose is novel. The term of novel is now applied to a great variety of writings that have in common only the attribute of being extended work of prose fiction (Abrams, 1941:119). Alongside the fact that novels look at the people in society, the other major characteristic of the genre is that novels tell a story. Most of novelist focus on the tension between individuals and the society in which they live, so that the novelist tell and describe the social life and society (1984:102). For many people, a literary work becomes a way to deliver a message about the truth, about what is good and what is bad. There is a clear message delivered delicately in the literary work. One of literary work is Oliver Twist’s novel.

*Oliver Twist* is a novel by Charles Dickens in 1830. *Oliver Twist* is one the most novels Charles Dickens. *Oliver Twist* has been the subject of numerous film and television adaptations. This novel tells about orphan children who lived in unsanitary workhouses, children labour and slavery trade we made illegal. The theme *Oliver Twist* novel is children are among other victims of Industrial Revolution. Dickens creates *Oliver Twist* as the major character in this novel. He is a young orphan and he live in the workhouse, but in there he get treatment and punishment.
A children namely Oliver was the major character of this novel. The novel is started by the birth of the infant who had no father. Then Dickens presents the antagonish novel namely Mr. Bumble, the selfish one, and Fagin’s gang as the master of crime. The food made Oliver grew into a skinny kid. Finally Oliver tried to ask it. Unfortunately it brings him to get the punishment, Oliver was prisoned and called him as insurgant. In the next day the council announced that anyone who wanted to take Oliver they would be given five pound (Dickens, 1873:85). By knowing nothing about London, Oliver run away to London for more seven days by walking.

*Oliver twist* describes how social condition force the major character did the horrible life and describes how *children labor*. So there are some reasons why the researcher interested to analyze this novel. Firstly, this novel describes the child labour that occur in England in 19th century still occur until today only different in form labour so, the researcher want to know forms from Child labor. Secondly, is intended to know whether the social condition especially Child labor in England. *Oliver twist* novel guides the research to know deeper about the kinds of *children labor* and we can find moral message from the novel. For the reason above, researcher intends to conduct a study on sociological approach entitled “*Child Labor in Charles Dickens’s Novel “Oliver Twist” (2013) : A Sociological Approach*”. 
B. Problem Statement

Based on the background above, the researcher formulated the problem into several questions, as follows:

1. What forms of child labor does *Oliver Twist* experience throughout the story in the novel *Oliver Twist*?
2. What are the effects of those child labor in the novel *Oliver Twist*?

C. Objective of research

The objectives of the study were as follows:

1. To describe the forms of child labor experienced by Oliver Twist in the novel *Oliver Twist*
2. To describe the effects of those child labor in the novel *Oliver Twist*

D. Significance of research

The result of this study was expected to contribute both theoretical and practical significance for the development to literary study. Theoretically, the result of this research hopefully can give contribution in adding insight and knowledge about literature especially about child labor and can be a reference for literature students and other who interested to study about child labor. This research can give some information about child labor in *Oliver Twist* novel for teacher or lecturer. And for the next researcher it also expected to be useful information for other researcher who will analyze novel especially to the same topic as that research.

Practically, this research we can not only add the reference of literary studies, but also can increase the reader’s knowledge about child labor in literary
work.

**E. Scope of research**

Based on the problem and the objectives of this study, the researcher used to restrict the scope of the study is focused on the forms and effects of Child Labor in the Oliver Twist novel. The researcher used International Trade Union Confederation law to find out the forms of child labor and used International Labor Organization to find out the effects of child labor that shown in Oliver Twist by Charles Dickens’ novel.
CHAPTER II
PREVIOUS AND REVIEW OF LITERATURE

A. Previous finding

There have been some previous observations about Child Labor. They were written by Fadhel (2014) and Raharjo (2012).

Fadhel (2014) analyzed Child Labor in England in 19th Century as Reflected In Charles Dickens’ Oliver Twist. He used Genetic Structuralism approach in his analysis. Fadhel focused more on both intrinsic and extrinsic elements. Fadhel analyzed the characters and setting of the novel. The result of the analysis show that in the 18th century, England’s poor children were managed by putting them into workhouse where they got abused, face both physic and mental violence, eat less food, have less education, and worked as apprentices. As apprentices in factory, their welfae was not guaranted. They just worked with low salary. They sometime got abuse from their master. Besides, a number of them became criminals.

Raharjo (2012) analyzed Child Labor and Child Trafficking of Street Children as Potrayed by Oliver Twist in Charles Dickens’ Novel Entitled Oliver Twist and Street Children in Semarang. He used intertextuality study in analysis. The researcher found that there were some problems dealing with street children that similar with Oliver Twist’ life. Those were child labour, child trafficking as well as it is problems. The researcher also found some causes of street children problems. Some of them included family breakdown, poverty, exploitation by
adults, the impact of Industrialisation, urbanisation and overcrowding as a result of Industrialisation, and corruption.

Based on the data above, it can be concluded that the similarity between two previous researches above and this research is study about child labor in novel “Oliver Twist” by Charles Dickens’. The differences from those two previous researchers are theory, and object. Fadhel’s thesis more focused on both intrinsic and extrinsic elements in the novel. He analyzed the characters and setting of the novel used genetic structuralism approach in her analysis. And he also applied ITUC’s theory. While, Raharjo focused and compared street children in Oliver Twist novel and street children in Semarang and used Genetic Structuralism approach in his analysis.

B. Sociology of Literature

Swingewood and Faruk (1999) says that “sociology is a scientific and objective study about human in the society, a study about institution and social process”. It means that social interaction becomes the focus of sociology science. The interaction itself is a connection between individuals, individual and society or society and another society. This interaction causes the events that occur in society, for example, the employer behavior to pauper children.

According to these explanations, literature and sociology have the same object, event in the society. The object can be the problem that is happening or has occurred in a society. This shows that a literature and sociology researcher study the problems that happen as an effect of social process.
In the perspective of sociology of literature, a literary work is not autonomous. It is always related to the society. Madame de Stael is credited with the first explicit attempt to treat literature sociologically in her proposal to examine the influence of religions, customs and law (Burns, 1973:10-11)

Sociology is essentially the science, objective study of man in society, the study of social institutions and of social processes; it seeks to answer the question of how society is possible, how it works, why it persists (Swingewood, 1972:11). The word sociology was taken from the Greek “socius” or “society” means society, and “logos” means science. So sociology means science or study about society (Saraswati, 2003:2). Literature is created based on the social condition of society, and sociology as a science that studies the real life (Laurenson and Swingewood, 1972:12). Sociology studies the real life of the human beings in relation to their social, where as literature is created based on phenomena as social life, as Swingewood (1972:12) states:

“As which sociology, literature is pre-eminently concerned with man’s social word, his adoption to it, and his desire to change it. Thus the novel, as the major literary genre of industrial society, can be seen as a faithful attempt to recreate the social world of man’s relation with his family and other instutions, the conflict and tension between groups and social classes”.

Type of sociology can be divided into three. First, is Sociology of the Author. Lauren and Swingewood believe that in writing a story, an author is always inspired by the happening in his society (Laurence and Swingewood, 1972:7). Second is sociology of the society. Sociology of the society is the study about the influence of the society and social condition in which particular literature work appears (Laurenson and Swingewood, 1972:18). So that the
society cannot be separated from literature. Third is the sociology of the reader. Sociology of the reader attempts to trace the ways in which a work of literature is actually received by a particular society at a specific historical moments (Laurenson and Swingwood, 1972:21).

Based on the explanation, the three aspects are poet, literary work, and consumer of the works. In literature of sociology, the poet is viewed as a part of works. This approach assumes that the poet has indirect relation with a work. He/she is associated with his social status, his social ideology, or social influences. The second one is work. It is to what extent the intrinsic aspect of literary works reflects the social content on community. Than, the consumer of literary works. It is to what extent the work influence individual or group of society. The function can be a consolation or inspiring the society.

C. Elements of the Novel

A novel has many elements like Character, setting, plot, point of view, theme, message, and conflict. This research is not intended to discuss them all. The elements chosen in this research are only character, plot, setting, and theme because those elements are considered important for the main discussion in the research.

1. Character

In fiction, character refers to a textual representation of human being. Character is one of important things in prose, it is one of the basic elements of it. It can be said that if there is no character, it would be no play or story. According to Abrams (1981:20) “Characters are the persons presented in a
dramatic or narrative work, who interpreted by the reader as being endowed
with moral and dispositional qualities that are expressed in what they say the
dialogue by what they do the action.”

The characters that appear in a fiction are just hollow characters that
never appear in the real life. But in some fictions, there appears certain
historical figure in it. The harvest of historical figure influences the readers as
an imaginative work but factual figure.

Kennedy (in Koesnosoebroto, 1988:65) defines character as an
imagined person who inhabits a story. He has pointed that stories may happen
not only to people but also to elements of nature such as the wave, the grass
or stone, or even the animals. In order to analyze a character’s personality or
motivation, the reader must search for a pattern in the character’s behaviour,
and in order to discover this pattern, the reader needs to understand the
technique of characterization, which is the process by which an author creates
a character.

Characters in any story could be divided into many kinds. Based on the
role in the story, characters are classified into major character and minor
character. Major character is the character that has big role in the story. The
character is also called as central or main character. Major character is the
most important character in the story (Nurgiantoro, 1995:176). Minor
character are also called the supporting character in a story. The frequencies
of this characters are rarely and only appear when he or she relation with the
major character. Moreover, it is less important those of main. Based on the
importance in the story, characters divided into protagonist and antagonist characters.

To include, the character development is the key surprising us, creation, and in most pieces of fiction, a close identification to the character is a crucial thing in understanding the story (Nursyamsiyah, 2007).

2. Plot

The plot is anything that happening a story which reveals the causation. The explanation of plot guides us to understand the narrative of events in the literary works. It also helps us to see causation between events.

Plot of events in works is described in acts, behavior, and attitude of the story’s characters. The event told in a prose is the result of characters’ act and behavior. Behavior development of characters in taking action, thinking, feeling and taking position in life (Nurgiyantoro, 2010).

3. Setting

Setting is one of fiction elements which reveals to readers the where and when some events happened in the story. According to Connolly (in Koesnosoebroto, 1988:79) setting is a sense “the time, place, and concrete situation of the narrative, the web of environment in which characters spin out their destinies”. In a good story, setting is so well-integrated with plot and character that the reader is hardly aware of it.

Abrams (1981:175) states that setting of a narrative or dramatic work is the general locale, historical time, and social circumstances in which its
action occurs; the setting of an episode or scene within a work is the particular physical location in which it takes place.

Locastro and Wilkerson (in Koesnosoebroto, 1988:80) also introduce to kind of setting, the specific, and the general. In specific setting, the author gives the reader a specific place and time for his story take place. In general setting, the author only states that the story takes place somewhere an in nearing the end of the certain century.

Locastro and Wilkerson are also aware of the close relation between setting and the central idea of the story. The general setting maybe significant it may not be related to the story other than the serve as background. In such case, the action, characters, and meaning of the story would be unaffected by a change in the time and place. But more frequently, setting supports or underscores the central idea of a story.

From explanations above, the researcher concluded that setting is an important element that makes the story becomes real. Setting of place explains a place where the events in the story take place and happen. Setting of time means everything about time or age of event in the story.

4. Theme

Every literary work has theme in it, but the theme itself is not easy to found. The theme must be interpreted through the story that consist of intrinsic and extrinsic element.

The clear definition of theme will help the readers to find the theme of the story easily. Kenney stated in his book *How to Analyze Fiction* (1996:89)
theme is not the moral of the story, it is no what people have in mind when speak of what the story really means.

Endraswara (2005:53) states that theme should be discussed first because theme would always be related comprehensively to other elements of fiction. Meanwhile, Nurgintoro (2005:71) said that the theme of literary work was always related to the meaning (experience) of life. It means that, the author lets the readers to see and feel certain meaning of life by viewing it as he/she views through the work. Theme is a reflected of human desire to make sense of experience. Fiction is one of the ways by which we make sense of experience.

D. Child Labor

According to International Trade Union Confederation (2008) Child labor refers to work for children under the age of 18 that is mentally, physically, socially and morally dangerous or harmful and that interferes with their schooling. Forced labor and child labor are closely linked. They occur in the same geographical areas, the same industries and are mainly caused by poverty and discrimination, and up to half of all people in forced labor are children.

Child labor is often as work that deprives children of their childhood, their potential and their dignity, and that is harmful to physical and mental development. This is in line with the statement of International Labour Organization (2008) that:

“child labor includes children prematurely leading adult lives working long hours for low wages under conditions damaging to their health and to their physical and mental development, sometimes separated from
their families, frequently deprived of meaningful education and training opportunities that could open up for them a better future.”

Child labor is one of the problems that occurred when industry revolution began. The capital holder put out high cost to change his business stuff from traditional to modern stuff. Capital holder wanted many advantages from his factory, so they decided to apprentice children more than adults. They forced the children to work under law, which applicable to children or adult workers. This condition is described by Tuttle in Wade (2009) “Rich factory owners approached parish leaders with the idea of them taking in children and feeding, housing and providing for those children in exchange for the children’s work in their factories.”

In line with social problems that occurred at the society in industrial revolution era, the people needed a job to ensure their live. The owner of factory utilized this condition by came to the parish workhouse were looking for workers and paid them with minimum pay. The child, who has taken from workhouse got abuse and work under pressure:

“Working children are the objects of extreme exploitation in terms of toiling for long hours for minimal pay. Their work conditions are especially severe, often not providing the simulation for proper physical and mental development. Many of these children endure lives of pure deprivation”. (Faras and Antoni, HCO Working Paper)

Tuttle in Wade (2009) described the working condition in the factories as follows:

“Children worked under deplorable conditions and were being exploited by the industrialists. A picture was painted of the “dark satanic mill” where children as young as five and six years old worked for twelve to sixteen hours a day, six days a week without recess for
meals in hot, stuffy, poorly lit, overcrowded factories to earn as little as four shillings per week (Tuttle, 2001).”

Children worked for a variety of reasons. The main reason was poverty. Children were forced to work to ensure the survival of their family, country, and themselves. Though children were not well paid, they still served as major contributors to family income in developing countries. For example, England’s (1787-1796) children contributed 13.0% of family income and Paraguay’s (1990) children contributed 23.0% of family income (Patrinos and Psacharopoulos 1993, 1995; Lindert 1976 in HCO working paper).

Poor children were often prompted to work by their parents. In fact, a possible reason for parents in developing countries to have children is because they can be profitable. Children seem to be much less of an economic burden in developing versus developed countries. Children in developing countries also contribute more time to a household than they deplete as compared to their counterparts in developed countries (Lindert 1976, in Faras and Antoni). Therefore, parents in developing countries use children to work.

E. Forms of Child Labor

Child labor exists in many forms. According to International Trade Union Confederation (ITUC) in 2008 there are several forms of child labour, as follows:

1. Domestic work

According to ITUC domestic work is very common and sometimes seen as acceptable, it happens in the family home or outside the home. When domestic work is outside the home, this kind of work isolates children from schooling because it takes long time to work.
And according to International Initiative To End Child Labor (IIECL) Child domestic labor is a widespread and growing global phenomenon. Children in domestic labor are usually invisible in their communities, toiling for long hours with little or no pay, frequently abused, and regularly deprived of the chance to play or go to school. These children comprise a substantial portion of the more than 200 million children working in the world today.

According to the ILO report, all of these children are at risk because of the nature of child domestic labor, which is not only widely accepted but often considered a “better” alternative for children from poor families.

These children are in a workplace, even if that workplace is someone else’s home. They are hidden from public view and labor inspection. The children are consequently at risk not only of exploitation but also of abuse and violence. The exploitation and abuse is out of sight, and therefore often out of mind. What happens behind closed doors is frequently not known and thus these children face greater risks. The report says that more girls under 16 work in domestic service than in any other category of labor. In countries like Brazil, Guatemala and Costa Rica, more than 90% of children working in domestic service are girls.

2. Agricultural Work

A lot of working children are found in agriculture. They often work on the family farm or with the whole family, as a unit, for an employer.
3. Working in industries

This work can be regular or casual, legal or illegal, as part of the family or by the child on his own for an employer. The children work on addictive or hazardous chemical stuff, such as children who work at fireworks factories.

4. Slavery and forced labor

It is most commonly found in rural areas. It is also frequently linked to the oppression of ethnic minorities and indigenous peoples. Children are often also drawn into armed conflict, forced to be soldiers or to work for armed forces.

According to International Labor Organization (ILO) Slavery is where one person is owned by and made to work for another person without having any say over what happens to them. Slaves are held against their will from the time of their capture, purchase, or birth, and are not allowed to leave or to refuse to work. Forced labour is when someone is made to work against their wishes. For example, Children in armed conflict are forced to fight or to work as cooks, porters and messengers. These children are abused and exploited, often being forced to kill or maim other human beings.

5. Child Trafficking

It is one of the worst forms of child labor. The dangers faced by children are extreme and range from moral corruption to sexually transmitted diseases to death. And Child trafficking is the illegal trading (buying, selling and movement) of children for labour or sexual exploitation. Children are
trafficked for many reasons, including forced labour, prostitution and recruitment as child soldiers and beggars.

According to Wikipedia, Trafficking of children is a form of human trafficking and is defined as the "recruitment, transportation, transfer, harboring, and/or receipt" of a child for the purpose of exploitation.

F. Effects of Child Labor

According to International Labor Organization/ILO (http://www.eclt.org/about/overview.html) accessed on 2016, there are several effects of child labor. As follows:

1. Physical injuries and mutilations

Physical injuries and mutilations are caused by badly maintained machinery on farms and in plantations, and any number of hazards encountered in industries such as mining, ceramics and fireworks manufacture.

2. Pesticide poisoning

Pesticide poisoning is one of the biggest killers of child laborers. Pesticides kill more children than diphtheria, malaria, polio and tetanus combined.

3. Growth deficiency

Growth deficiency is prevalent among working children, who tend to be shorter and lighter than other children. These deficiencies also impact on their adult life.
4. Long-term health

Long-term health such as respiratory diseases, asbestosis and a variety of cancers, are common in countries where children are forced to work with dangerous chemicals.

5. HIV/AIDS and other sexual transmitted diseases

HIV/AIDS and other sexual transmitted diseases are rife among the one million children forced into prostitution every year, pregnancy, drug addiction and mental illness are also common among child prostitutes.

6. Exhaustion, Malnutrition and Famine

Exhaustion and Malnutrition are a result of underdeveloped children performing heavy manual labor, working long hours in unbearable conditions and not earning enough to feed themselves adequately.

G. Summary of Oliver Twist

Oliver Twist is the story of a young orphan, Oliver, and his attempts to stay good in a society that refuses to help. Oliver is born in a workhouse, to a mother not known to anyone in the town. She dies right after giving birth to him, and he is sent to the parochial orphanage, where he and the other orphans are treated terribly and fed very little. When he turns nine, he is sent to workhouse, where again he and the others are treated badly and practically starved. The other boys, unable to stand their hunger any longer, decide to draw straws to choose who will have to go up and ask for more food. Oliver loses. On the appointed day, after finishing his first serving of gruel, he goes up and asks for more. Mr. Bumble, the beadle, and the board are outraged, and decide they must get rid of
Oliver, apprenticing him to the parochial undertaker, Mr. Sowerberry. It is not great there either, and after an attack on his mother’s memory, Oliver runs away.

Oliver walks towards London. When he is close, he is so weak he can barely continue, and he meets another boy named Jack Dawkins, or the artful Dodger. The Dodger tells Oliver he can come with him to a place where a gentlemen will give him a place to sleep and food, for no rent. Oliver follows, and the Dodger takes him to an apartment in London where he meets Fagin, the aforementioned gentleman, and Oliver is offered a place to stay. Oliver eventually learns that Fagin’s boys are all pickpockets and thieves, but not until he is wrongfully accused of their crime of stealing an old gentleman’s handkerchief. He is arrested, but the bookseller comes just in time to the court and says that he saw that Oliver did not do it. The gentleman whose handkerchief was taken, Mr. Brownlow, feels bad for Oliver, and takes him in.

Oliver is very happy with Mr. Brownlow, but Fagin and his conspirators are not happy to have lost Oliver, who may give away their hiding place. So one day, when Mr. Brownlow entrusts Oliver to return some books to the bookseller for him, Nancy spots Oliver, and kidnaps him, taking him back to Fagin. Oliver is forced to go on a housebreaking excursion with the intimidating Bill Sikes. At gunpoint Oliver enters the house, with the plan to wake those within, but before he can, he is shot by one of the servants. Sikes and his partner escape, leaving Oliver in a ditch. The next morning Oliver makes it back to the house, where the kind owner, Mrs. Maylie, and her beautiful niece Rose, decide to protect him from the police and nurse him back to health.
Oliver slowly recovers, and is extremely happy and grateful to be with such kind and generous people, who in turn are ecstatic to find that Oliver is such a good natured boy. When he is well enough, they take him to see Mr. Brownlow, but they find his house empty; he has moved to the West Indies. Meanwhile, Fagin and his mysterious partner Monks have not given up on finding Oliver, and one day Oliver wakens from a nightmare to find them staring at him through his window. He raises the alarm, but they escape.

Nancy, overhearing Fagin and Monks, decide that she must go to Rose Maylie to tell her what she knows. She does so, telling Rose that Monks is Oliver’s half brother, who has been trying to destroy Oliver so that he can keep his whole inheritance, but that she will not betray Fagin or Sikes. Rose tells Mr. Brownlow, who tells Oliver’s other caretakers, and they decide that they must meet Nancy again to find out how to find Monks.

They meet her on London Bridge at a prearranged time, but Fagin has become suspicious, and has sent his new boy, Noah Claypole, to spy on Nancy. Nancy tells Rose and Mr. Brownlow how to find Monks, but still refuses to betray Fagin and Sikes or to go with them. Noah reports everything to Fagin, who tells Sikes, knowing full well that Sikes will kill Nancy. He does Mr. Brownlow has in the meantime found Monks, who finally admits everything that he has done, and the true case of Oliver’s birth.

Sikes is on the run, but all of London is in an uproar, and he eventually hangs himself accidentally in falling off a roof, while trying to escape from the mob surrounding him. Fagin is arrested.
aand tried after a visit from Oliver is executed. Oliver, Mr. Brownlow and the
Maylie end up living in peace and comfort in a small village in the English
countryside. (http://www.dickens-online.info/charles-dickens-biography.htm)
CHAPTER III

METHODOLOGY OF RESEARCH

This chapter consisted of Research Design, Source of Data, Instrument, Data Collection Procedure and Technique of Data Analysis.

A. Research Method

In literary study, the method which is commonly used is the Qualitative method. Qualitative method have not predominated in the social sciences. According to Dubbs (1982; 32) that qualitative research refers to the meanings, concept, definitions, characteristics, metaphors, symbols, and descriptions of things. On the other hand, Patton and Cochran (2002) state the qualitative research is characterised by its aims, which relate to understanding some aspect of social life and its methods which (in general) generate words, rather than numbers, as data analysis. This method is used in this writing with the intention of identifying forms of Child labor in Oliver Twist novel.

B. Source of the Data

In this research, the researcher used source of the data are expression and statement that describing the forms and effects of child labor second novel of Charles Dicken “Oliver Twist” the novel was published in 2013, consist of 365 pages and 53 chapters.

C. Instrument of Collection Data

The researcher in the research used note taking instrument. Note taking is the practice of writing down or otherwise recording key points of information (Richard, 2015). He believe it is an important part of the research process. Note
taking during an interview may provide material for an essay, article, or book. In this research, note taking done by making a note and classify data that describe the forms child labor in the novel “Oliver Twist” by using International Trade Union Confederation (ITUC) `and International Labor Organization (ILO) theory.

D. Procedure of Collection Data

In doing the research, the writer used some steps as follows:

1. The researcher read carefully the novel of Charles Dickens “Oliver Twist”

2. The researcher identified the forms and effects of child labor that contain in the novel

3. The researcher wrote forms and effects of child labor

E. Technique of Data Analysis

In analyzing data, the researcher used the law child labor by International Trade Union Confederation (2008) and International Labor Organization (2008) also used sociology of literature approach. The researcher used this law to analyze the forms and effects of child labor in Oliver Twist novel by Charles Dickens.
CHAPTER IV

FINDING AND DISCUSSION

In this chapter, the researcher presented the data which were considered as forms and effects of child labor from the novel ‘Oliver Twist’ based on International Trade Union Confederation and International Labor Organization.

A. Findings

In this research, the researcher presented the data analysis from Charles Dickens’s novel “Oliver Twist” based on the forms of child labor by International Trade Union Confederation (2008). And International Labor Organization to find out the effects of child labor. To understand the data, the researcher presents explanation that is C is Chapter, P is Page, and D is Datum to facilitate understanding the data. The data finding would be explained underneath as follows:

1. The Forms of Child Labor in Oliver Twist

In analyzing Oliver Twist novel, the researcher got some forms of child labor in Oliver Twist novel. There were divided into four forms namely domestic work, work in industries, slavery and forced labor, and child trafficking.
a. Domestic work

According to ITUC, domestic Work is very common and sometimes seen as acceptable, it happens in the family home or outside the home. When domestic work is outside the home, this kind of work isolate children from schooling because it takes long time to work.

The following quotations are the examples of domestic work in the novel such as:

Quotation 1

“So you’ll begin to pick oakum tomorrow morning at six o’clock,’ added the surly one in the white waistcoat.”

For the combination of both these blessing in the one simple process of picking oakum, Oliver bowed low by the direction of the beadle, and was then hurried away to a large ward; where, on a rought, hard bed, he sobbed himself to sleep” (C.2/P.15/D.1)

The quotation above explained about when Oliver arrived in workhouse, one of the workhouse authorities told Oliver that he will begin to pick oakum at six o’clock. It can be seen “So you’ll begin to pick oakum tomorrow morning at six o’clock”. Being the part of the workhouse makes Oliver Twist in his young age should spend several hours in a day to pick oakum. He has to start working on six o’clock so that is why he has no chance to attend school. This condition limits Oliver’s chance to grow better than he could be. It related with domestic work because Oliver just working several hours in a day, so that is he has no chance to attend school.
b. Working in industries

This work can be regular or casual, legal or illegal, as part of the family or by the child on his own for an employer. The children work on addictive or hazardous chemical stuff, such as children who work at fireworks factories (ITUC).

The following quotation is the examples of working in industries in the novel such as:

Quotation 2

“my boy!" said the old gentleman, you look pale and alarmed. What is the matter?

'no sir!' said Oliver Twist

'you feel sleepy, don't you my dear? Tomorrow morning you must up to chimney-sweeping 'added the old gentleman.

'yes sir! replied Oliver

'And you will be a good sweep, will you? 'said the old gentleman.'

'i hope i am, sir, answer Oliver Twist, with tired face.(C.3/P.24/D.2).

The quotation above showed Oliver Twist will be employed as chimney sweeping by the old gentleman. And Mr. Bumble convince to the old gentleman that Oliver Twist fond of chimney sweeping. It related to work in industries because chimney sweeping include work in industries. Chimney sweeping is a worker who clear ash and soot from chimneys. The chimney uses the pressure difference caused by a hot column of gas to create a draught and draw air over the hot coals or wood enabling continued combustion. According to ITUC chimney sweeping is categorized as work industry.
c. Slavery and forced labor

According to International Labor Organization (ILO), Slavery is where one person is owned by and made to work for another person without having any say over what happens to them. Slaves are held against their will from the time of their capture, purchase, or birth, and are not allowed to leave or to refuse to work. Forced labor is when someone is made to work against their wishes.

The following quotations are the examples of slavery and forced labor in the novel such as:

Quotation 3

_The month’s trial over_ , _Oliver was formally apprenticed_. It was a nice sickly season just at this time. In commercial phrase, coffins were looking up; and, in the course of a few weeks, Oliver acquired a great deal of experience. The success of Mr. Sowerberry ingenious speculation, exceeded even his most sanguine hopes.(C.6/P.40/D.3).

The quotation above explained that Oliver Twist was offered by Mr. Bumble to Mr. Sowerberry employed as undertaker or servant in Mr. Sowerberry’s shop. It can be seen _Oliver was formally apprenticed_. Oliver Twist always invited Mr. Sowerberry to go to in funeral without know what will he do, but apparently he forced to follow Mr. Sowerberry for cried in funeral. And Oliver Twist had to eat the dog’s food, and slept under counter among the coffins. We can see as a slave Oliver Twist does not have any right to life. His life like an animal, he was given a dog food and must sleep Any different place. According to ITUC a slave is someone who is legally owned by another person And is forced to work for that person without pay.
Oliver twist always work for his master without getting any salary from what he has done. And he does not know also what he must do or order by his master.

Quotation 4

‘well’ said the Jew, glancing slyly at Oliver, and addressing himself to the Dodger, I hope you’ve been at work this morning, my dears?’
‘hard,’ replied the Dodger.
‘as nails,’ added Charley Bates.
‘good boys, good boys!’ said the jew. ‘what have you got, Dodger?’ ‘a couple of pocket-books,’ replied that young gentleman.
‘lined?’ inquired the jew, with eagerness.
‘pretty well,’ replied the Dodger, producing two pocket-books; one green, and the other red.(C.9/P.59/D.4).

The quotation above showed that Dodger was employed as picpocket by Mr. Fagin and everyday Dodger must give to Mr. Fagin his stolen and unless he gives anything Dodger wont get a food from his master. It related with slavery because according to ITUC slavery is where one person without having any say occur what happens to them. Slaves are held against their will from the time of their capture, purchase, or birth, and are not allowed to leave or to refuse to work. From the statement above about slavery the researcher took it as a form of slavery because Dodger was forced to steal while he does not want to steal because it is bad thing but he can do anything or refuse his master order.

Quotation 5

‘I suppose,’ said the Jew, fixing his eyes on Oliver, ‘you want to know what you’re going to Bill’s for—eh, my dear?’
[...‘why, do you think?’ inquired Fagin, parrying the question.
‘Indeed I don’t know, sir’, replied Oliver[...]
after meditating for a long time, concluded that he had been selected to perform some ordinary menial offices for the housebreaker, until another boy, better suited for his purpose could be engaged[...](C.20/P.133/D.5)

The quotation above explained about Fagin as Oliver’s master make Oliver to do ‘a little job’ namely burglarize a home. But for make Fagin’s plan successful, he brought Oliver to meet Bill Sike at Bill Sike’s home because Bill Sike need a little worker to thieve a fancy home and Oliver Twist is appropriate with this job. As a slave Oliver can deny his master order. If he deny he will be punced or do not feed. According to ITUC slave means the one who does not have a rights as a human kinds. In this statement show Oliver Twist does not a rights to ignore have to follow the order, despite it is a bad order.

Quotation 6

There’s an expression of melancholy in his face, my dear,’ resumed Mr. Sowerberry, ‘which is very interesting. He would make a delightful mute, my love.’(C.5/P.35/D.6)

The quotation above showed a slavery and forced labour that was done by Mr. Sowerberry. He makes Oliver Twist to work as a delightful mute, since there is an expression of melancholy in his face which is very interesting. As a slave he must work anything what and his mister order. According to ITUC slaves are held againsts their will from the time of their capture, purchase, or birth are not allowed to leave or to refuse to work. And forced labour is when someone is made to work against their wishes. Oliver Twist is forced to be a delightful mute even thought he dislike but he is not able to refuse.
d. Child Trafficking

Child trafficking is the illegal trading (buying, selling and movement) of children for labour or sexual exploitation. Children are trafficked for many reasons, including forced labour, prostitution and recruitment as child soldiers and beggars.

The following quotations are the forms of Child trafficking in the novel such as:

Quotation 7

Oliver was ordered into instant confinement; and a bill was next morning pasted on the outside of the gate, offering a reward of five pounds to anybody who would take Oliver Twist off the hands of the parish. In other words. Five pounds and Oliver Twist were offered to any man or woman who wanted an apprentice to any trade, business, or calling.” (C.2/P.17/D7).

The quotation above showed that Oliver Twist will be sold to anybody who wants an apprentice plus five pounds freely. It can be seen “Offering a reward of five pounds to anybody who would take Oliver Twist off the hands of the parish. In other words. Five pounds and Oliver Twist were offered to any man or woman who wanted an apprentice to any trade, business, or calling’. Child trafficking is occurred in every country. It is caused that salary of every child labor is cheap or sometimes free. It is same with Oliver Twist’ case, in the datum above showed that Oliver Twist wanted to be given freely to anybody. The Mister intended to give him because he was not able to feed Oliver Twist again due to he eat lots. And as a child he was exploited as a labour who have to responsible to what he has to do.
Quotation 8

“This here boy, sir, wot the parish wants to ‘prentis’, said Mr. Gamfield. ‘ay, my man,’ said the gentlemen in the white waistcoat, with a condescending smile. ‘what of him?’ ‘if the parish would like him to learn a right pleasant trade, in a good ‘spectable chimbley-sweepin’ bisness,’ said Mr. Gamfield. ‘I wants a ‘prentis, and I am take him.’” (C.3/P.20/ D8).

In the quotation above showed Mr. Gamfield wants to take Oliver twist from the gentleman in the white waistcoat for will be as apprentice and he is suitable to work as chimney sweeping in his factory because oliver twist has small body so he will no get stuck in chimney when he works. It can been seen I wants a ‘prentis, and I am take him. It related with children trafficking because Mr. Gamfield wants Oliver Twist and will become an apprentice. So he took him from Oliver Twist’s master. This data indicates human or child trafficking because Oliver Twist was sold and employ as a labor.

Quotation 9

“I should say, three pound ten was plenty,’ said Mr. Limbkins. ‘Ten shillings too much,’ said the gentlemen in the white waistcoat.....”

Three pound fifteen, said Mr. Gamfield......

‘pooh! pooh!’ Nonsense!’ said the gentlemen in the white waistcoat. ‘He’d be cheap with nothing at ll, as a premium.

Take him, you silly fellow! He’s just the boy for you. He wants the stick, now and then: it’ll do him good; and his board needn’t come very expensive, for he hasn’t been overfed since he was born. Ha! Ha! Ha!(C.3/P.21/ D.9)

The quotation above showed children trafficking because there was bargain between Mr. Gamfield, the gentlement in the white waiscout and Mr. Limbkins. Where Mr. Limbkins offered to Mr. Gamfield cheaply, three
pounds ten but Mr. Gamfield wanted three pounds fifteen. And then the gentlemen in the white waïscout said yes. It can be seen *Take him, you silly fellow! He's just the boy for you. He wants the stick, now and then: it'll do him good; and his board needn't come very expensive, for he hasn't been overfed since he was born. Ha! Ha! Ha!*'. The researcher put it as data of trafficking because Oliver Twist wanted to be sold and worked as a labor.

Quotation 10

*When little Oliver was taken before 'the gentleman' that evening; and informed that he was to go, that night, as general house-lad to a coffinmaker's; and that if he complained of his situation or ever came back to the parish again, he would be sent to sea, there to be drowned, or knocked on the head, as the case might be, he evinced so little emotion, that they by common consent pronounced him a hardened young rascal, and ordered Mr. Bumble to remove him forthwith.*(C.4/P.28/D.10).

The quotation above showed the form of children trafficking since Oliver Twist will be sold by his master the gentleman and rich people. He will be employed as general house-lad to a coffinmaker’s. If he does not, he will be sent again in workhouse. From this data the researcher put it as a human trafficking because Mr. Bumble as Oliver Twist’s master wanted to sell him since he wants to get money. According to ITUC child trafficking is the illegal trading (buying, selling and movement) of children for labour. Children are trafficked for many reasons, including forced labour and recruitment as child soldiers and beggar. It can be seen that Oliver Twist was sold and made to as a labor.
2. Effects of Child Labor

According to ILO there are 6 effects of child labor, but the researcher gets three effects of child labor in Oliver Twist that is (a) physical injuries and mutilations, (b) growth deficiency, and (c) exhaustion, malnutrition and famine. All the effects would be explained further in the quotations below as follows:

a. physical Injuries and Mutilations

Physical injuries and mutilations are caused by badly maintained machinery on farms and in plantations, and any number of hazards encountered in industries such as mining, ceramics and fireworks manufacture (ILO).

The following quotations are examples of physical injuries in the novel such as:

Quotation 11

as for exercise, it was nice cold weather, and he was allowed to perform his ablutions every morning under the pump, in a yard, in the presence of Mr. Bumble, who prevented his catching cold, and caused a tingling sensation to pervade his frame, by repeated applications of the cane. (C.3./P.19/D.11).

The quotation above showed the Oliver as a child labor and slave got many physical injuries, whether in working or his daily life due to children exploitation. In datum above that the researcher found that Oliver Twist was hit by Mr. Bumble as his master in social house. He was hit perpetual due to ask porridge. He asked porridge because he was hungry after working all
day long. Since Oliver Twist was hit often so he felt tingling sensation in his whole body.

Quotation 12

*Oliver’s clothes had been torn in the beating he had received; his face was bruised and scratched; And his hair scattere over his forehead.*(C.7/P.47/D.12)

The quotation above showed that Oliver’s clothes had been torn and his face was bruised and scratched due to hit by Mr. Sowerberry. The bad things must be faced by Oliver Twist in his circumstance such as physical injuries that occurred when he was working, like in data above that shows Oliver was hit often by his new Master. As a child labor he was exploited and hit so he obey what his master order.

Quotation 13

*Oliver lay, covered with mud and dust, and bleeding from the mouth, looking wildly round upon the heap of faces that surrounded him, when the old gentlemen was officiously dragged and pushed into the circle by the foremost of the pursuers.*(C.10/P.65/D.13)

The quotation above showed Oliver was hurt and got sore, blood came out from his mouth when he was ordered to bring back the books that his mister borrowed from his master’s friend. Suddenly, in the middle of the journey he was hit by a big man because Oliver was accused thieved the books and money that he was bringing in clothes’ pocket. The physical injuries are occurred when the workers are working. In this case, Oliver got physical injuries when he was bringing back books and money that ordered by his master. So the researcher took it as a effect of child labor.
Quotation 14

*weak with recent illness; stupified by the blows and the suddenness of the attack; terrified by the fierce growling of the dog, and the brutality of the man; overpowered by the conviction of the bystanders that he really was the hardened little wretch he was described to be; what could one poor child do!* (C.12/P.73/D.14).

The quotation above showed that even though he is young and his age only 9 years old but his life as a slave and child labor is very tough and sorrow. Tortures that perpetual he gets from his master even other people. Oliver gets hits, kicks or torture unless he works well. In the data that the researcher found that Oliver got physical injuries from his master. He was sick, weak and he just new recovered due to heavy work that would better do if he does not do his work or order by his master he would not get any food.

b. Growth deficiency

According to ILO growth deficiency is prevalent among working children, who tend to be shorter and lighter than other children, these deficiencies also impact on their adult life.

The following quotation is example of growth deficiency in the novel such as:

Quotation 15

*Oliver Twist’s ninth birthday found him a pale thin child, somewhat diminutive in stature, and decidedly small in circumference* (C.2/P.11/D.15).

The quotation above showed that as a child labor who was exploited, he was forced to do heavy work. So his condition and his body
is not able to grow well like other healthy kids. His age almost 9 years old but his body does not look like a boy whose 9 years old. He is so small, pale and his wrist absolutely thin. It is caused he did not eat well, his food unhealthy.

c. Exhaustion, Malnutrition and Famine

According to ILO exhaustion and Malnutrition are a result of underdeveloped children performing heavy manual labor, working long hours in unbearable conditions and not earning enough to feed themselves adequately.

The following quotation are examples of exhaustion, malnutrition and famine in the novel such as:

Quotation 16

*Oliver Twist and his companions suffered the tortures of slow starvation for three months: at last they got so voracious and wild with hunger.* (C.2/P.16/D.16).

In the quotation above showed generally boys have excellent appetites, so does Oliver. He is so quick to feel hungry and he eats lots but the food that was given by his mister never enough to the little boy. His appetites so big but the quantity of the food never enough. It has been 3 months Oliver and his companions feel hungry, they were famished and they just given a bowl of porridge after working all day long.
Quotation 17

_“child as he was, he was desperate with hunger, and reckless with misery.”_ (C.2/P.17/D.17)

The quotation above showed that famine, exhaustion and exploitation are Oliver “friends” it was always accompany him. He was accustomed to feel that. Hunger made him became so reckless. Famine sometimes makes someone cannot be thinking clearly. So does Oliver. Due to he was famished, he rose from the table and advanced to his master asked some more of bowl of porriedge eventhought he was afraid of but none any way he had to if he want to be full atleast for today, so misery. Oliver Twist got malnutrition and famine. He is only a little boy but he has already strived. So his right to get food.

Quotation 18

_“the simple fact was, that Oliver, instead of possessing too little feeling, possessed rather too much; and was in a fair way of being reduced, for life, to a state of brutal stupidity and sullenness by the ill usage he had received.”_ (C.4/P.28/D.18)

The quotation above showed that the tough life and vicious that must be faced by Oliver alone. His body turns to weak due to the hard job that sometimes must he do all day long. The fact, he is only a young little boy whose age almost 9 years old but the duty quite big for a child with unbalance and unhealthy food. So no wonder hos body so little, thin, and weak. The weak body and hunger are effects of forced labor in this fact child labor like Oliver who exploited by adult ones to work so get wealth.
weak, and thin, and pallid, he awoke at last from what seemed to have been a long and troubled dream. Feebly raising himself in the bed, with his head resting on his trembling arm, he looked anxiously around. (C.12/P.73/D.19)

The quotation above showed that due to industrialize after in England in 18 century made the necessary of labor increased, children were exploited by the owner of industry or adult men who wanted wealth instantly. Children were forced to work in long hours, and worked hard, they were also given unbalance food, lack nutrition, unhealthy food cause their body so weak and thin. In the data above shows Oliver as a child labor was exploited by his mister. He was sick in a couple days but there was no anybody care of him. Until oneday he woke up from his long slept. He felt so weak and trumble because of illness and did not get any food. The slim body, ill, weak n tired are effect of children exploitation that was occured in victorian era in 19 century.

The quotation above showed that the exhaustion that Oliver got due to he had to walk so far in early morning followed his master to the dawntown to meet a guy. A child labor was made to do hard work and he had to work for long hour. Despite he is still young and his energy not too big, it is not obstacle of his master to think twice to make Oliver strive and
exploit him. He worked like adult but he was not given healthy food with the quantity only a few. Working under pressure and all day long make them exhausted. In datum above showsthat Oliver Twist was asked to walk so far in early morning with his master to reach downtown because in there he would be working a new job that was quite heavy also. All day long he had to walk made him exhausted and fell aslept to recover his condition. He must strive in so young age made him so exhausted.

B. Discussion

1. The forms of Child Trafficking

From data that the researcher found by reading a novel “Oliver Twist by Charles Dickens, the researcher only found 4 forms of Child labor namely, Domestick work, work industries, slavery, and child trafficking. While from the novel that the researcher read were not found any form of agricultural work.

The result that the researcher found in this thesis is not quiet similar to the theories, either ITUC or ILO. The fact, only several forms of child labor the researcher found. In the novel, Oliver Twist as main character who was forced to work and exploited never work in agricultural work, while agricultural work is one of forms of child labor. During the 19th century working – class children were often employed in factories. For many families, it was more important for a child to bring home a wage than get an education. The combination of dangerous working and long hour for industries meant that
children were worked as hard as adult, but without law to protect them. Children were cheaper to employ than adults and easier to discipline.

According to ITUC there are many children in the world especially in Africa and Asia exploited and work in field, like in cocoa plantation, rubber plantation and so on (ITUC, 2000). But it was quite different in Europe particularly in England. The successful exploitation of child labor was vital to Britain’s economic success in the 19th century pushed British forced children to work in industries and made them as slaves. For many children in 19th century things grew worse. The industrial revolution created a huge demand for female and child labor. Mostly children under 9 years old worked as chimney sweeping and they work during 8 hours a day.

Child labor also exist in Indonesia. According to ILO (2008), there are 3.2 million children working, doing the worst kinds of labor. The Indonesian government has done tackle this problem. they have set up laws that say all children must finish high school but many families lack the money to do so. The children decide to go to work.

Child workers in Indonesia work long hours for very little pay. One account from the Asia Times states that some children work 8.5 hours a day for only 75000 rupiah (About $6) a week and another states that some children work 10.5 hours a day for only 36000 (about $3) a week. Children in Indonesia are often employed over adults because they will work for less and don’t argue. This will increase the unemployment rate for adults and increase the
employment rate for children. Most of these children work for one of three reasons, so they can go to school, they are forced to by their parents or they have nothing better to do.

Fadhel’s research not significantly explained about the forms of child labor, neither did Raharjo. Both of these researchers only explained about social life in 19 century in Victorian era in England. But Raharjo made compared between child labor in Charles Dicken’s novel “Oliver Twist” and street children in Semarang.

So it can be concluded that these researches and mine are quite different. The researcher explained about effect and forms of child labor by using ITUC and ILO’s theories. Fadhel also used these theories but he more focused on intrinsic and extrinsic of Child Labor in Charles Dicken’s Novel “Oliver Twist”. While, Rahardjo used intertextual in analysing the data.

2. The effects of child Labor

According to International Labor Organization (ILO) there are six effects of child labor but from did deep analyzing and read the novel the researcher only found three main effects of child labor that exist in the novel “Oliver Twist” by Charles Dickens’ as a reflection of neighborhood in England during Victorian era in 19th century or industrialization era. Namely, (1) physical injuries and mutilations, where Oliver as child labor and slave often get physical injuries from his master if he did not do his job well. (2) Growth deficiency, since worked hard and exploitation and did not get healthy food
and few made his body tiny and could not grow well like usual children who life well. And the third (3) Exhaustion, malnutrition and famine.

The results of this study of the second research question do not support the theory of ILO which the researcher used. Oliver twist was not exploitated sexually and did not get sexual abuse. He did not work in agriculture so he did not get pesticide poisoning and long term health. This result also not similar to Fadhiel neither Raharjo. Both of them did not focused on effects of child labor, thus they did not found any effect of child labor that consist of the novel “Oliver Twist” by Charles Dickens’s, in spite of they spoke about same topic namely child labor but their concept and the object of their research is quite different with the researcher results.

Fadhel more focused on life of child labor in England in 19th century. He said that children got abused from adult people and the they lack education. While Raharjo compared child labor in England in victorian era in 19th century and street children in Semarang. Raharjo found some problem dealing with street children that similar to Oliver Twist’s life as child labor. Poverty, family breakdown, urbanisation, overcrowding were main factors that cause exploitation of children.

The purpose of this research are broadly to enlighten and make realized anybody about suvering of unlucky children in whole world who have to work as child labor and exploited by adult people and courage ILO and ITUC campaign to stop child labor in any aspect of life.
In holy Quran there are several verses which ben us to exploitate or abuse children like in Quran surah Al – Ma’un (the small kindnesses) second and third verses,

(That is he who repulses the orphan (harstly) (2nd). And urges not the feeding of alMiskin (the poor) (3rd)).

In these verses explain about the ben to exploitate or hurting kids or children particullary the orphan. In this case, Oliver Twist is orphan and poor. He was exploitated, forced labor, was not fed well, his body so tiny for 9 years old kid, got malnutrition and famine. He was tortureand abusedfrom his master.

For particullary purposes of this research are expected to contribute both theoretical and practical significance development to literary study. Theoretically, the result of this research hopefully can give contribution in adding insight and knowledge about literature especially about child labor. And practically, this research can be a reference for literature students and other who interested to study about child labor and this research can give some information about child labor in Oliver Twist novel for teacher or lecturer. And for the next researcher it also expected to be useful information for other researcher who will analyze novel especially to the same topic as that research.
CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

This chapter provides conclusion and suggestion. The researcher gives some conclusions forms and effects of child labor in Oliver Twist novel and the researcher gives suggestion to the readers.

A. Conclusion

These are the conclusion from the result of the research, as follows:

1. There are four forms of child labor in Charles Dicken’s novel “Oliver Twist” they are, child trafficking, slavery and forced labor, work industries and domestic work.

2. Meanwhile, the researcher found three main effects of child labor that shown in Charles Dicken’s Novel “ Oliver Twist” as a reflection from England in 19 century. They are : 1) physical injuries and mutilation. 2) Growth deficiency. 3) exhaustion, malnutrition and famine.

B. Suggestion

1. The researcher suggest to other researching conduct do next future research about child labor around the world. It aims to explain and show the effects and make people realize about child labor that stil exist in the world, particulary in Indonesia.

2. The researcher suggests the readers to know more about every terms or forms and effect of child Labor, so as a new generation we can stop together or at least against child labor that still exist around the world.
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